DISCERNING BETWEEN TRUTH AND ERROR
hopelessness
powerlessness anxiety
despair
fear
worthlessness
doubt
shame
depression
apathy
weakness
passivity
perfectionism
jealousy
addiction
greed lust
abuse hate
covetness
rage
selfishness
inadequacy
confusion
anger blame
resentment
distrust
effortless
easy
loneliness

BY THEIR FRUITS YE SHALL KNOW THEM (MATTHEW 7:20)
AS A MAN SOWETH, THAT SHALL HE REAP (GALATIONS 6:7)

With every choice (whether driven by compelling
emotions or willing obedience), we draw closer to one
side or the other

happiness

fulfilled
hope
satisfied
charity
passionate
peace joy
faith
self-control
clarity
sacrifice
empowered
enlightened
love
forgiveness
confidence
belonging
strength
self-respect
freedom
safety
understanding responsibility

THE PATTERN OF THE WORLD, NATURAL MAN, EVIL, OR SATAN

THE PATTERN OF TRUTH, HAPPINESS, GOODNESS, AND GOD

‣ compelling, forceful emotions, unwanted thoughts, fear-based beliefs, and
thinking errors are involuntarily thrust upon an individual to manipulate their
behavior or create inaction; these powerful emotions and thoughts can be
caused by either: 1) sin (2 Nephi 15:20-24), or 2) the challenges of life (including
anxiety, depression, and other mental health issues) (1 Corinthians 10:15); acting
on these emotions and thoughts leads (step-by-step) to more powerful emotions
until misery, loneliness, apathy, addiction, anger, etc. ensnare them

‣ God teaches truth and asks us to obey so that He can bless us with His emotions
(which only come after our actions); His spirit is a still, small voice that inspires,
enlightens, uplifts, encourages, and reinforces our choices (1 Kings 19:11-12;
Alma 32:28; D&C 11:13); these emotions are consistent but not constant, strong,
or compelling, leaving us to struggle and persevere with faith (John 6:27;
Ephesians 5:8-9; 1 Nephi 8:10-33); this process reinforces our free-agency to
choose or not choose righteousness, happiness, forgiveness, peace, love,
marriage, connection, etc. (Ether 12:12; 2 Nephi 2:25-27; Galatians 6:7-10); each
blessing comes only after consistently choosing the behaviors that lead to it (D&C
130:20-21; Matthew 7:7-11); step-by-step the person becomes a greater partaker
of God’s emotions, increasing in confidence, power, and wisdom (D&C 88:63-68;
John 8:12; Helaman 14:31)

‣ the deception and error of these emotions and beliefs can be discerned through:
the incongruent words and actions, secrecy, isolation, inconsistent results,
compulsive behaviors, and eventual misery and unhappiness that follow
(Matthew 7:20; 2 Timothy 1:7; Alma 41:3-15); actions depend on immediate
gratification with expectations that life, love, and relationships should be easy;
beliefs speak to the heart only and do not reflect wisdom; passivity, avoidance,
entitlement, selfishness, secrecy, blaming, justification, resentment, and victim
thinking are common; betrayal, rejection, loneliness, manipulation, addiction,
deception and abuse increase (Isaiah 5:20-24); the person and their relationships
become less and less what they once were; feelings of fear, hopelessness,
resentment, and powerlessness keep them trapped; compelling thoughts and
emotions can be mistaken as spiritual impressions

‣ truth (versus deception): is confirmed by 2 to 3 witnesses (2 Corinthians 13:1);
squares up with the teachings of the gospel; follows appropriate channels of
revelation; speaks to the mind and heart (D&C 6:22-23; D&C 11:13); inspires
action; leads to consistent words and actions (James 2:20); requires sacrifice and
faith (Hebrews 11:1; Alma 32:21); deepens love for God and others (1 Corinthians
13); increases power, knowledge, wisdom, and emotional freedom (2 Timothy
1:7); has positive lasting results (Ether 12:6)
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